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M
any aspects of the train-driving task are frozen in time. We 
might have new technology, automatic safety systems, 
and faster trains, but the driver still essentially performs 
the way they did in 1830, back when George Stephenson 

built the first public railway line, connecting Liverpool and Manchester. 
We are referring of course to the subtleties of rail collision avoidance 
that make the task so unique – the use of in-depth route knowledge, 
foreword planning, intuitive throttle control, and seat-of-the-pants 
logic. While these aspects of the task have not changed all that much, 
the world around them has, introducing new railway safety laws and 
regulations. One of these changes is in the area of train driver health 
and wellbeing, though this concept is not always as clear-cut as 
perhaps it could be. As always, interest in this area has been sparked 
and accelerated by reactions to events that strike the imagination.

On 31 January 2003, something happened near Waterfall, New 
South Wales that would change the way the Australian rail industry 
viewed and managed the health of their train drivers. A Tangara 
interurban train service derailed after travelling nearly twice the speed 
limit, killing seven people and injuring many others. The investigation 
found a number of systemic issues associated with the vigilance 
systems, deadman’s pedal, and the presiding safety culture at the time, 
but it was difficult to see beyond the contribution of one undeniable 
fact: the train driver had suffered a heart attack and lost control of the 
train. A year later, in 2004, a National Standard for Health Assessment 
of Rail Safety Workers was born.

The standard has been designed to monitor and screen the health 
status of rail safety critical workers by looking at medical criteria such 
as their age, gender, blood pressure, and whether or not they smoke 
cigarettes. It also considers issues such as diabetes, neurological 
conditions, sleep disorders, and body mass index, with implications 
for fitness-for-duty regulations. Since the standard was released, 

studies researching its impact on train driver health over a number of 
years have shown positive reductions in some coronary heart disease 
indicators, such as systolic blood pressure, total cholesterol and 
smoking levels. However, the proportions of drivers who are obese, or 
have diabetes or pre-diabetes, have all increased significantly over time. 
In fact, rates of obesity in train drivers are currently much higher than 
those in the general population. 

The Australasian Railway Association has been predicting 
exponential increases in the demand of rail service, and professional 
services networks have been predicting looming shortages in train 
drivers for years. The response has been to train new recruits and try 
to accelerate competencies. However, in the wake of health concerns 
within the existing cohort, a second arm to sustainability would be 
safeguarding what we already have and promoting the longevity of 
our drivers. The implications of the health standard assessment, and 
concern for the wellbeing of the workforce are the two things that 
sparked research collaboration between the Appleton Institute for 
Behavioural Science at Central Queensland University, and the Flinders 
Centre for Innovation in Cancer at Flinders University.

The collaborative project commenced earlier this year with the simple 
but significant aim to learn more about the relationship between health 
status and organisational outcomes in the industry, and explore the 
driver’s perspective of the sort of things that help or hinder their health 
and wellbeing on and off the job. While we have only just begun to 
collect data, some very interesting trends are already starting to emerge.

Twelve years on, it seems the event that triggered the implementation 
of the health standard has become nothing more than a distant memory 
in the deep recesses of the mind. Some of the older drivers we interviewed 
remembered Waterfall, but always from the technical perspective (the 
deadman, the vigilance system, etc.). For the younger drivers, however, it’s 
as if it never happened. Interestingly, most drivers we have spoken with 
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have never heard of the standard itself and know only of the instrument 
they are required to interface with – the medical assessment. On this 
topic, there appears to be two broad classifications of train driver: (1) 
those who see the assessment as a “free medical,” and (2) those who 
view it as a threat and risk to their livelihood. A broad range of attitudes 
occupies the two categories, but those who view it as a threat are more 
likely to perceive themselves as unhealthy. 

Through the course of study, we asked drivers to list the top three 
concerns they associate with their own health status and train driving. 
What are the usual suspects, we hear you say? Diet, physical activity and 
fatigue (though not necessary in that order). These concerns are not 
surprising given that all three are closely linked with one of the most 
well-established barriers to adopting a healthy life-style: shiftwork. 
As well as being a major barrier for managing health, for train drivers it 
also happens to be an organisational norm. Of course, there are many 
more barriers, and while we have only just started to scratch the surface 
of the research, it appears that drivers are applying many innovative 
(and in some cases ingenious) strategies to facilitate their own health 
and wellbeing.

Another interesting finding is that a proportion of drivers prepare 
for the assessment by going on extreme diets or adopting last-minute 
lifestyle overhauls, such as temporarily quitting alcohol. This is not 
necessarily because they desire change, but more in a frantic effort to 
pass the assessment criteria. Due to this, it is very common for drivers 
to return to their previous behaviours once the medical is over. We also 
found that it’s not unusual for drivers to be ‘economic’ with the truth 
during the assessment. This raises questions about risk and the need to 
adopt a more informed national health standard in the next round, with 
the aim of more adequately addressing the sustained health needs of 
the driver as well as meeting organisational objectives.
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Left: On Tuesday 17 June 2014 at 2.17am, when most Victorians would be sound 
asleep, an Up Piangil to North Geelong grain train, headed by XR558, XR555 and 
XR550, has paused at Bendigo Station for a crew change. Train crews, like truck 
drivers, police, nurses and many others whose services are required 24/7, must 
endure the rigours of shift work to keep the country moving. John Scott 

Right: Perhaps the most famous locomotive engineer (driver) of all time, John Luther 
‘Casey’ Jones, died when his train, Illinois Central Railroad No.1 the New Orleans 
Special, ploughed into the rear of a stalled freight train at Vaughan, Mississippi, at 
3.52am on a wet Thursday 30 April 1900. The official accident report concluded that 
Casey had failed to see the posted flagman or hear two ‘torpedoes’ (detonators) as 
he approached Vaughan at 70 mph (113 km/h). If this was so, and the findings are 
still disputed even today, a contributing factor may have been that Casey and his 
fireman Simeon ‘Sim’ Webb had already put in a full days’ work, having brought 
Train No.4, the Chicago Limited, from Canton to Memphis, signing off at 9.00pm. 
However, after No.1’s driver called in sick, Casey found himself back on the footplate 
just a few hours later. In 1900, the USA had no federal ‘hours of service’ law – the 
first such regulation (specifying a maximum of 16 hours per day, later reduced to 12) 
would not come until 1907. Dibley Collection  

Long-distance services often carry a crew car, to provide comfortable sleeping accommodation for crews who have reached the limit of their hours. 
An SCT crew car is seen here in the consist of 3MP9 Melbourne–Perth freight, as it climbs out of Wirrappa, South Australia, with EDI/EMD 
locomotives SCT007 and SCT015 in charge, on Wednesday 18 February. Malcolm Holdsworth


